Fever Detection

Control your environment with digital health protection and instant alerts.

**FeverCam**
Uses facial recognition to send automatic, real-time alerts indicating moving people with high fevers.

**FeverCheck**
Stationary access control with temperature screening and facial recognition.
FeverCam and FeverCheck

✓ Medically Accurate Temperature Testing
✓ Real-Time Alerting
✓ Secure Cloud Service

FeverCam is the most sophisticated online, multiple camera system on the market today.

- UK-developed
- ISO27001-certified
- Cloud-based dashboard

Benefits

- Manage people entering the premises without the need for direct human contact
- Protect your staff and environment
- Enhance your corporate social responsibility
- Ensure safety at work
How it Works

1. Provides real-time, medically accurate temperature readings in both low- and high-flow rate areas, such as receptions, airports and stadiums.

2. Alerts appropriate staff when a high temperature has been detected in an individual.

3. Integrates with the building’s management, access control system and corporate applications.
On-the-move and static detection with real-time alerting, facial recognition and access control.
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Use Case

Monitoring & Alerting
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Fully Integrated Solution
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From Government and blue chips to SMEs, our mission is to provide businesses with the technology they need to simplify complex solutions in a digital world.

Headquartered in the UK, Smarter Technologies are the creators and owners of the award-winning Orion Data Network. The network offers a full range of real-time tracking, monitoring and smart-sensing solutions, connecting the physical world to the digital universe and pioneering the way for cities and countries to become smarter and more efficient. Closely coupled with our digital transformation and consultancy expertise, our bespoke apps and control platforms allow for real-time alerts and management information for fast action and agile decision-making. It’s Your World, Smarter.
Our Customers

- G4S
- McLaren
- RBS
- TESCO
- Ministry of Defence
- Defence Infrastructure Organisation
- Royal Air Force
- U.S. Air Force
- Serco
- Cardtronics
- NHS
- Molson Coors
- Safran
- Loomis
- DP World
- HS2
Head Office:
1 Austin Park,
Yeoman Road,
Ringwood
Hampshire
BH24 3FG
United Kingdom

Phone: +44 (0)330 223 500
Email: enquiries@smartertechnologies.com
Web: www.smartertechnologies.com